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Kayaks & Surf Skis
The NEW Stellar Elite Small (SES), the Surf Ski that revolutionized the market!  Stellar started it all with the �rst Surf Ski 
hydro-dynamically and ergonomically optimized for smaller paddlers.  We kept the same fast hull below the water line and narrowed 
catch, as well as reduced the volume of the cockpit.  We also moved the paddler forward and moved the rudder forward, all to �ne 
tune the performance and handling.  We added a water bottle holder and handles to round out this world class boat! 

1: Composite bow & stern handles
2: Bow deck extended for more protection
3: Tighter catch & lower joint line
4: Much lower volume footwell
5: Twin Venturis for quick draining

6: Water bottle holder
7: Seat moved 4cm forward for better trim
8: Rounded seat back for better rotation
9: Rudder moved forward for better handling
10: Hull lines optimized to reduce drag 

2015 SES - New Features!
SES Specs (Length: 20’ 4”  Beam: 16.6” )
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The New Stellar Racer (SR) is stable and fast for those paddlers looking to transition from a touring kayak or those who want more 
stability from a surf ski in rough conditions.  A greatly narrower catch and reduced volume footwell help to modernize this popular 
surf ski.  We moved the paddler forward to catch waves easier as well as increased the bow deck volume a little to release from the 
waves easier. We kept the same hull shape below the water that paddlers raved about!  The beauty of the SR is that its allows you to 
keep your paddling rhythm without bracing, which keeps the hull speed at a higher constant rate than if you were in a racing ski and 
had to brace.  A water bottle holder in the cockpit and handles in the bow in stern round out this amazing boat.

1: Composite bow & stern handles
2: Higher volume bow deck
3: Bow deck extended for more protection
4: Much lower volume footwell
5: Twin Venturis for quick draining

6: Water bottle holder
7: Seat moved 8cm forward for better trim
8: Rounded seat back for better rotation
9: Greatly reduced catch & lower joint line
10: Hull lines optimized to reduce drag 

2015 SR - New Features!
SR Specs (Length: 19’ 2”  Beam: 18.9” ) 124567
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